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"Rarely are opportunities presented 

to you in a perfect way with a nice 

little bow on top" 

 

- SUSAN WOJCICKI -
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Hey there Connector!
You perform at your very best when you are in your flow. 

That long-forgotten feeling when time flies like you're having the most tremendous fun. 

Doing what YOU do best is the sweet spot of so many good feelings and yet the temptation to 
peek over the fence at others is so strong at times to see how we are measuring up. 

This guide is not a blueprint but instead a foundation for you to start creating your YOURprint. 

Being you warts and all is what connects you to others and feels pretty amazing too when we 
allow ourselves that permission to let it in and let it flow. 

Lead. Stop Following. 

Cat
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Flow
This guide is an invitation to reset your internal G.P.S. and hit the upgrade button on your internal 
software to keep your direction of flow in tip-top condition. 

We don't do pigeon-holes around here but it's useful to know where you are right now so you know 
where you're headed. Google maps work a treat when you have your current location turned on but if 
it's turned off the direction of travel becomes a little bit fuzzier. 

Use the ideas in your Connector guide and start navigating towards YOUR path of least resistance.  

When you understand your strengths and what makes you uniquely you there's no end to what you can
achieve. 

Life and business begin to feel easier, more enjoyable, more fun and less like a daily uphill struggle of 
trying to figure it all out. 

You have your own Modus Operandi and now is the time to get reconnected with it. 
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Uniquely You
Even though the Connector has popped out as your result, it's not another box to squish yourself 
into or another label to create invisible boundaries around your dreams and desires. 

Think of it as a game to play on YOUR own personal playground. A playground built by you, for you. 

Each of the YOUprint profiles operates in a different way. Each has their own set of strengths and 
rules to play by to get the most amazing results and each person who identifies with that YOUprint 
is unique in their own right too. 

You can't run away and join the circus. You'll always be there. 

Isn't it time to stop focusing on your limitations and step into what makes you uniquely you and own 
it, warts and all. 

Lead. Stop Following!
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”Things are always chang ing .  
Part of be ing successful i s  

be ing comfortable with not knowing 
what ' s  go ing to happen”
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The Incredible Connector
Connectors make amazing peacemakers even when the proverbial is hitting the fan. 

They want to leave everyone feeling good and are great at getting the party started with a bit of 
mischievous fun. 

Natural nurturers they are approachable and love connecting with people simply because they find 
them fascinating. 

Connectors are happy whether it's one to one chatting or leading a big group a full-on interactive 
experience. 

Connectors wouldn't be out of place as the games master and chief mischief maker. 

Great at negotiating connectors set out to get what they want and need in every transaction.
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The Sweet Spot
As a Connector, your strength is connecting literally everyone with anyone. 

You have so many connections you probably have more than one mobile phone on the go at any one 
time.   

Lacking the knack of structuring your day or plan ahead can leave you in a bit of a tailspin but get 
the plan written down and you'll get those results you crave in no time.   

Getting up to mischief is in your DNA but it can backfire if you play a prank on someone who doesn't 
really know you. Beware, this could damage your reputation and there's no going back.   

Distracted by ALL the ideas you can easily get swayed and distracted from your own goals. Be 
careful of muscling in on someone else's idea in your excitement as that approach can damage your 
authority and you protect that more than anything.
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”Create a v is ion .  
Ident ify i t  

and 
go for i t”
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The Darker Side
OK, so you pride yourself in your expertise and the authority this gives you but if you start throwing 
your weight around chances are you're going to come a cropper.   

You are lit up about ideas and opportunities as you're always in conversation and learning about
others but that excitement can get your fingers burned if you unintentionally step on someone's 
toes...and you won't always realise until it's too late. 

Connectors crave clear direction to stay on track and also if attention is not forthcoming in their 
direction they can feel a bit left out or undervalued. 

A people pleaser at heart you can get sidelined by trying to be all things to all people so don't forget 
to fill your own bucket or you can start to feel resentful.   

Get out and about and nurture your contacts and you'll feel energised and valued.
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Your Leading Edge
The Connector is out for fun and bringing people together to have inspiring conversations. 

Connectors make good mentors as they love sharing their own experiences and get their hands dirty. 

Find ways to make contact with others new and familiar and nurture those relationships to make 
them lasting and you're gold.   

Get involved where people need a mediator and allow others to converse and openly share 
experiences. 

 Getting involved in any activity that includes a bit of role play, whether it's Cosplay, Halloween 
dress up, amateur dramatics or workplace development, that's right up your street and tons of fun 
too.
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Life
As a Connector, you live to join the dots for others and simply love to introduce people who can 
benefit from being connected.   

Entertaining and fun to be around you're never short of things to do or people to see and if there's 
an activity to be organised, your friends know it's going to be a ton of fun.  

You wish you could come up with loads of ideas but more often than not you've (unintentionally) 
pinched them from someone else. 

Most of the time this is innocent but beware of falling into feelings of entitlement and plagiarising 
or feeling threatened by a competitor. 

There is enough for everyone.  
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From the cradle to the cub icle ,  
we devote more t ime to our 
shortcomings than to our 

strengths .”
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Business
When you thrive on building your existing relationships you feel good and they feel appreciated. 

 You're part connector part mediator, on hand to keep situations calm and leaving everyone feeling 
upbeat and valued.   

Your feet are firmly planted on the ground although you can get caught up in lofty ideas and 
opportunities when they come along. 

Connectors live very much in the present making them reactive rather than proactive planners. A bit 
of a chameleon at your core, you shift to fit in with your audience. adapting to your surroundings. Be 
mindful that this can at times be interpreted as duplicitous or having many faces which can have 
negative connotations if not fully understood that you are tailoring your approach. Be transparent 
and people will thank you for it. 

Dedicate most of your time to your connections and connecting them with your network and you'll 
build a powerful reputation as someone that can help. Just be mindful of not falling over into the 
dark side and becoming all self-serving. Serve others and you're gold. 
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Wealth Foundation
What is your relationship with money? Ooft, where do I start, am I right? 

However, wealth isn't just about money because the more money you have doesn't necessarily 
correlate with happiness or long-term security. 

Creating a solid wealth foundation to add to and build on is a mix of money mindset along with real 
practical investment savvy that plays to your strengths. 

If wealth is a river, trying to paddle upstream takes a ton of effort because you're going against the 
flow. When you turn your boat downstream and go with the flow that feels completely different...and 
SO much easier. 

As a Connector, your true strengths exist right inside your network. Nurture them and allow your own
power to flow through joining the dots. Whether that's buying in others to fill in the gaps in your 
arsenal, hiring a coach that understands your strength or investing in new ventures and magnifying 
your own brand.   
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Who Loves Ya Baby?
We are naturally attracted to those that are the same as us or a previous version of us. 

The Connector will attract fellow dot joiners, meeting up and waxing lyrical about ALL the 
wonderful things they have in common and the people they all know. 

Whilst meeting like-minded people in that space feels incredible where true power comes 
for Connectors is when you fill gaps in your arsenal with those that can support you. 

The Connector will be amazing with an Idealist AND a Pioneer in their team corner. 

The Idealist will support the Connector by spotting all the problems before they become a 
problem whilst the Pioneer will make sure to chip in with tons of creative ideas to keep the 
Connector fired up. 

Teamwork makes the dream work after all.



SO WHAT? WHAT NEXT?
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YOUprint
First things first. I get that you may be reading this result and might be oscillating between nodding 
your head and shaking your head. That's OK. This is NOT an exercise in creating another prison with 
high walls for your personality, life or business. It IS an exercise in finding a benchmark from which 
to ask questions and decide the game you want to play.   

You are still a unique snowflake and there are many types of Connector out there whether you're  
getting into the one-to-one conversations or going all out at the front of the audience entertaining 
them. 

It's your YOUprint. Do it YOUR way.  Don't be tempted to retake the quiz just because you didn't get 
the result you expected, that's like going around asking a question until you get the answer you want 
to hear.   

There's a ton of science and merging of personality testing, strengths profiling and archetype 
analysis going on behind the scenes that go into what seems like a very innocent quiz. Let the result 
settle and if questions pop up then get in touch as maybe you need to delve into this in more detail 
to get the answers you're looking for.
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Quick Wins

Click to head over to 
Your Unique Board 

for more inspiration + resources

https://www.pinterest.co.uk/catpaterson/the-connector/
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/catpaterson/the-connector/
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Your Balancing Wings
The Connector is your primary profile and is your default modus operandi where your true innate 
strengths lie.  Your primary profile is like the body of a plane but you need the wings to guide and 
balance your path forward, that's where your secondary profiles come into play. 

Understand your secondary profiles, Merchant and Ally and you begin to unlock your full spectrum of 
strengths.

UNLOCK ALL 

EIGHT 

PROFILES >>>

http://www.nkfihd3g.dotests.com/
http://www.nkfihd3g.dotests.com/

